A bithreshold graph G is the intersection of two threshold graphs T, and T2 on the same vertex set such that every stable set of G is also a stable set of T, or T,. The complements of bithreshold graphs form an important subclass of the class of graphs of threshold dimension two. The complexity of recognizing the latter class remains open while the former subclass has a known 0(n4)-recognition algorithm.
A bithreshold graph G is the intersection of two threshold graphs T, and T2 on the same vertex set such that every stable set of G is also a stable set of T, or T,. The complements of bithreshold graphs form an important subclass of the class of graphs of threshold dimension two. The complexity of recognizing the latter class remains open while the former subclass has a known 0(n4)-recognition algorithm.
We show that the vertex set of a bithreshold graph partitions into a clique and a set inducing a bipartite graph. We characterize the class of bipartite bithreshold graphs as the union of five classes of graphs with explicit description and also by eleven forbidden induced subgraphs. We use this to obtain an O(n*)-recognition algorithm for bipartite bithreshold graphs. t such that the &l solutions of the inequality i$l wixidt (1) are precisely the characteristic vectors of the stable sets of G. They characterized threshold graphs by the absence of the induced subgraphs P4, C4 and 2K2 shown in Fig. 1 . In particular, the complement of a threshold graph is also a threshold graph.
Threshold graphs have been studied extensively by several authors [2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 17, 18, 20, and they possess many interesting properties. For example, their degree sequences are the extreme points of the convex hull of all (labelled) degree sequences on a given number of vertices [20, 281. Chvital and Hammer [4] defined the threshold dimension t(G) of a graph G as the minimum number of threshold subgraphs of G whose union is G. The interest in the threshold dimension comes from the following result. Consider the set-packing problem
where A is a &l matrix of order m x n, e is the vector of all l's and x is a vector of 0-l variables.
The threshold dimension of A is defined as the minimum number of inequalities of type (1) in the same O-l variables whose common solutions are precisely the solutions of (2). Chvatal and Hammer showed that the threshold dimension of the matrix A is equal to t(G), where G is the intersection graph of the columns of A.
Yannakakis [29] showed that, for any fixed k > 3, the problem of deciding whether t(G)< k is NP-complete.
For k= 1, the problem can be solved in linear time and, for k = 2, its complexity is still open. It is known how to find a largest stable set, a largest clique, a minimum coloring and a minimum clique-cover for a 2-threshold graph (a graph G with t(G) d 2) in linear time, once the two threshold subgraphs covering it are known [S, 151 . For these reasons various classes of 2-threshold graphs have been studied [3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 16, 19, 211 . One such class is the class of complements of bithreshold graphs studied by Hammer and Mahadev [15] , which were defined as follows, motivated by Boolean considerations.
A graph G = (V, E) is a bithreshold graph if there exist threshold graphs Ti = (V, Ei), i= 1,2, such that E= E, n E2 and every stable set of G is also a stable set of Ti or T2. Bithreshold graphs can be recognized in 0(n4)-time [lS], but no structural characterization is known for them. Recently, bithreshold graphs with the additional property that E, and E2 are disjoint have been characterized by forbidden induced subgraphs [21] and have been shown to be comparability graphs [16] . We show below that the vertex set of a bithreshold graph G can be partitioned into a clique K of G and a set inducing a bipartite bithreshold graph. We then characterize the class of bipartite bithreshold graphs by eleven forbidden induced subgraphs and also as a union of five simple classes of graphs with explicit descriptions.
Thus, a complete understanding of the structure of bithreshold graphs can be achieved in the future by studying the edges connecting K and G-K.
We also obtain an O(n2)-algorithm for recognizing bipartite bithreshold graphs using this characterization. In Section 2 we introduce some basic terminology and some preliminary results, present the eleven forbidden subgraphs and the five classes mentioned above, state the main result, and give the recognition algorithm. In the final section we prove the main result.
The characterizations
We denote the presence of an edge between vertices a and b by ab, and its absence by ab. Chvatal and Hammer associated with any graph G another graph G* (which was later called the 2-summability graph of G by Hammer et al. [13] ) as follows:
E(G*)= {ef: e and f are nonadjacent edges of an induced 2K2, P,, or C4 of G}.
Thus G* has no edges if and only if G is a threshold graph. More generally, Chvatal and Hammer showed that t(G) is at least as large as the chromatic number of G*. This establishes the following lemma. Fig. 2 . Otherwise, some subset S of {a, b, c} has fewer than ) S) nonneighbors in K, and swapping S for its nonneighbors in K would yield a clique larger than K, a contradiction.
But now ad, be, cf form a triangle in (G)*, a contradiction of Lemma 2.1. 0
Remark 2.4. In the above proof, it is not necessary for K to be a maximum clique. It is enough that, for any clique S of size at most 3 in G-K, S has at least 1 S 1 nonneighbors in K. Such a K can be found in polynomial time. By duplicating a vertex x we mean introducing a new vertex y and joining y to precisely all the neighbors of X. In particular, y and x are not adjacent. We then say that x and y are duplicates of each other (duplication is a special case of the operation of substitution; see [22- Proof. Clearly, each graph in %i is bipartite. Equally clearly, it is sufficient to show _ that each graph G in pi is bithreshold or, equivalently, that the complement G of G is the edge-union of two threshold graphs T, and Tz such that every clique of G is also a clique of T1 or Tz. Such a decomposition is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Hence the lemma. q
We shall introduce in Fig. 5 some bipartite graphs that are not bithreshold graphs. To prove that they are not bithreshold graphs, we use the following definition. A graph G is called a signed graph if E(G) is partitioned into a set E+(G) of positive edges and a set E-(G) of negative edges. A negative cycle in a signed graph is a cycle whose total number of negative edges is odd. A signed graph is said to be balanced if it has no negative cycles. In [15] , Hammer and Mahadev associated with any graph G a signed graph H(G) as follows:
E+(H) = {ef: the ends of e and f induce a clique in G}, where G* is the 2-summability graph of G. They then proved the following result. 
Lemma 2.6. A graph G is bithreshold if and only if H(G) is balanced.
in H(F,,).
Our main result, Theorem 2.8, asserts that Lemmas 2.5 and 2.7 completely characterize bipartite bithreshold graphs.
Theorem 2.8. The following are equivalent for any bipartite graph G:
(1) G is a bithreshold graph; (2) G is in %?i for some i= 1,2, . . . ,5;
(3) G does not contain any Fi, i= 1,2, . . , 11, as an induced subgraph.
Proof. By Lemma 2.5, (2) implies (l), and by Lemma 2.7, (1) implies (3). The proof that (3) implies (2) is given in Lemma 3.2. 0
We conclude this secton with an O(n2)-algorithm for recognizing bipartite bithreshold graphs based on Theorem 2.8. (4) Test whether the resulting graph is isomorphic to an induced subgraph of one of the graphs in Fig. 3 with each marked vertex mapped onto a circled vertex of the figure. If so, answer 'yes', else answer 'no'.
Steps (2) and (3) together delete all but one vertex from each equivalence class of duplicate vertices and mark the remaining vertex. The validity of the algorithm then follows from the definition of the %'i's. Steps (l)(3) require O(n')-time each, and step (4) requires constant time.
The main proof
We shall refer to a chordless cycle on four vertices (C, of Fig. 1) as a square. The following lemma will be used frequently in this section. covered by two stars (graphs of the form K,,,) . Therefore, G is again in V5.
Hence, from now on we assume that G is a connected bipartite graph with at least Then consider H shown in Fig. 7 . Clearly, H contains no square, contradicting Lemma 3.1. Hence, e and f have the same neighbors in K. Similarly, g and h have the same neighbors in K. Thus K u C is as shown in Fig. 8 , where the circled vertex e represents both e and f and similarly g represents both g and h. Thus (e( 3 2, (g j 3 2, and a and c are nonempty by the choice of K. Case 2: G-K contains the configuration 'N' shown in Fig. 9 . By the choice of K, bg
and df for some b in K n S1 and d in K n Sz. Now consider H shown in Fig. 10 . As in Fig. 7 , H contains no square, contradicting Lemma 3.1. Since cases 1 and 2 are exhausted, in all the remaining cases G-K can only contain a single star and some vertices isolated in G-K.
Case 3: G-K contains both a star and some vertices isolated in G-K. Let e be a vertex isolated in G-K and fg be an edge in G-K. Without loss of generaity, e and -f are in S1. Again, by the choice of K, ed and ug for some d in K n Sz and some a in K n S1. Further, since G has no isolated vertices, ec for some c in K n Sz. Now consider H shown in Fig. 11 . Vertex f has a nonneighbor in K A S2, which must be a neighbor of a, and so can be taken to be c or d without loss of generality. Thus fc or fd . In either case H contains no square, contradicting Lemma 3.1. Case 4.2: G-K has at least two edges ig and ih as shown in Fig. 13 . In this figure K n S2 is partitioned into four sets c, d, e, f according to the adjacency relations with g and h, and K n S1 is partitioned into two sets a and b according to the adjacency relations with i. Now consider the subgraph H in Fig. 14. Note that a and e ufare nonempty by the choice of K, and hence d is empty by Lemma 3.1. Similarly, by the symmetry of e and d in Fig. 13 , e is empty. Hence g and h are duplicates in G, so the entire graph G is as shown in Fig. 15 , where 'g' represents both g and h. Observe that a and fare nonempty by the choice of K, and 1g132 as noted above. Assume c #8. Then Ial = 1 (otherwise F,), and hence If 132 (otherwise swap a,f for g, i, contradicting the choice of K). Hence b is empty (otherwise F,). Hence S1 n K ={a}, a contradiction to the choice of K. Therefore c = 0, but then G is in V5. Case 5: G-K is an edgeless graph. Case 5.1: G-K meets both S1 and S,. We assert that all vertices in (G-K) n S1 are duplicates (and similarly for (G-K) n S,). For this purpose, consider arbitrary vertices i, j in (G-K) A S1 and k in (G-K) n S2. Assume that the neighborhoods of -i and j are not comparable, meaning that bi, bj,cj,z for some b, c. The b,c are in K n S2. Also ka for some a in K n S1 by connectivity.
Then consider H as shown in Fig. 16 . Clearly, H does not contain a square, a contradiction to Lemma 3.1. Now assume that the neighborhoods of i and j are comparable but not equal, say the first properly contains the second. Then, as shown in Fig. 17, K n S2 contains vertices c, d and e such that ej (by connectivity), and also ei, di and dj (by the proper containment), and z (by the choice of K), and hence 5. Also, K n S1 contains vertices a, b such that ka (by connectivity) and kb (by the choice of K). But then G contains Fi 1, a contradiction. This proves the assertion. Thus, the entire G is as shown in Fig. 18 , where none of the sets a, b, c, d, i, k is empty. Now if IdI 2 2, then Ii1 = 1 (otherwise G contains F6). Similarly, if lb1 2 2, then Ikl = 1. It is easy to see that under these two constraints G is in wz,g3, or q4. Case 5.2: All vertices ofG -K are in S1 (the case that all vertices of G -K are in Sz is identical). If G -K has at most one vertex, then clearly G is contained in @Y5. So assume that G-K has at least two vertices. Case (A): G-K has two vertices with noncomparable neighborhoods. At first we shall show that every vertex of K n S2 is a neighbor of one of these two vertices, and every vertex of G-K is a duplicate of one of them. For this purpose, let p, q be vertices of G-K with noncomparable neighborhoods, and r be any other vertex of G-K, as shown in Fig. 22 . In this figure the vertices in K n S2 are partitioned into eight sets c, d, . , j according to their adjacency relations with p, q, and r. Also a is joined to all the vertices in S2 although this is not indicated in the figure. Observe that lel+l,fl31 
This proves that every vertex in K n Sz is a neighbor of p or q.
If f#fl and h #fl, then choose x in c u e u g (X exists since r is not isolated in G) and consider H as shown in Fig. 24 . Clearly, H contains no square, contradicting Lemma 3.1. Thus f=@ or h=@. Assume, without loss of generality, that h=Q).
Hence g is nonempty by (4) . If e#@ and f#8, then consider H as shown in Fig. 25 .
Clearly, H has no square, and we conclude that e or f is empty. In fact, e must be empty, for otherwise f=8 and hence d #8 (if d =k?, add I to K), and G contains H as shown in Fig. 26 , which does not contain a square. Thus e=@. Fig. 2% . Clearly, H has no square. We conclude that d =@. This proves that Y is a suplicate of q. It follows that every vertex of G-K is a duplicate of p or q. Now if c#@, then IfI 32 (otherwise, we swap q, r for f in K). But then G contains F, as shown in Fig. 29 . We conclude that c =@. Thus, the entire G is as shown in neighborhoods nested in that order. All other vertices shown are in K. Clearly, H is isomorphic to F, 1, a contradiction.
Thus, there can be at most two pairwise nonduplicate vertices in G-K, and hence the entire G is as shown in Fig. 32 , where G-K is partitioned into two sets i and j with the neighborhood of j properly contained in the neighborhood of i. By the assumption of Case 5.2.2, we have 1 i\ + 1 jl z 3. Case (Bl): i=@ (the case j=@ is similar). Each of a, b u c, d, and j is nonempty and at least one of these sets has cardinality one (otherwise G contains Flo), and hence G is in q5.
Case (B2): i #@ and j #0. Then none of the six sets is empty. Further, one of Ia\, Ibl and one of Id), lj) is one; otherwise G contains F,. But now G is in VZ, V3, or Vd. Thus, we have exhausted all the possible cases, and the lemma is proved. 0
Concluding remarks
We have given two characterizations of the structure of bipartite bithreshold graphs. This led to an O(n')-recognition algorithm for these graphs, whereas the best-known recognition algorithm for bithreshold graphs is 0(n4). We have seen that every bithreshold graph splits into a clique and a bipartite bithreshold graph. The edges between these two subgraphs remain to be explored. Such an investigation will clarify the structure of bithreshold graphs, and we hope that this will eventually lead to a better recognition algorithm for bithreshold graphs and a fuller understanding of 2-threshold graphs.
